Who else is ready to

make a fortune
on the healthy coffee revolution?

even one daily cup in the morning,
you know immediately that you just
don’t function as well until you get
your caffeine fix.
If you look at the top 50 income
earners in MLM arena for 2013, you
will see that 4 out of the top 20
income earners are from Healthy

Show ME the
MONEYYYYYY!
OK, I am about to get Jerry McGuire
on you. I can tell you, I am currently
working with many international
MLM companies with monthly
sales ranging for $1.6 million to $27
million a month in sales. I have been

make money by reading this? Here is
your answer. I am only searching for
two types of leaders. Either you own
a MLM company and you want to
bring healthy coffee into your array,
or you are a network marketing
leader with strong connections to
MLM owners and you want to create
the next breakthrough coffee brand

Everyone knows healthy coffee In the MLM arena, we know products. Elite Java Branding is
is an explosive MLM product. hundreds of millionaires have been engaging in the paradigm shift on
But do you really have a grasp of the
size of this market? Here are some
quick facts:
• Coffee is the second most traded
commodity next to oil.
• It is the second most consumed
beverage next to water.
•

Starbuck’s stock rises every
quarter with a $55 billion market
cap, and 17,003 stores in 55
different countries and growing.

• McDonald’s, used to be all about
Ronald McDonald and now it’s
about McCafe Coffee.
• Dunkin Donuts wants to double
the amount of stores by opening
7,000 more stores to add to its
10,000 already open.
• It is estimated that 1.6 billion
cups of coffee are consumed
worldwide everyday
Why is the market for coffee
growing so fast? Because coffee
is a great tasting beverage, but it
also contains caffeine. One of the
few legal and accessible luxury
commodities the world has to
offer, coffee is something almost
everyone can afford to enjoy daily.

Healthy Coffee Will
Eventually Dwarf Healthy
Energy Drink Market!

made through functional energy
drinks because that was the hot, sexy
new market to be in. But let’s face
it; everyone knows that coffee will
always outsell energy drinks. The
simple fact is that healthy coffee is
the next disruptive market within the
MLM arena. Mark my words - Healthy
coffee will make a bigger MLM
impact than the energy drink craze
could ever hope to achieve.
Energy drinks are all the rage in
America, but did you know that it
didn’t start in America? In fact, it
started in Thailand! Instant healthy
coffee is now exploding in USA,
but it also didn’t start in America
too. This explosive trend began to
the southern neighbor of Thailand
- the country is Malaysia. You ask
Why Instant? First, many of the high
grade herbal extracts and minerals
we blend with our coffee are not
100% water soluble.
Therefore,
the expensive healthy ingredients
would get trapped in the coffee
filter and never make inside our
bodies to optimize our healthy and
vitality. Secondly, instant coffee has
been relegated to the bottom rung
because the American manufacturers
of instant coffee simply don’t want to
use premium coffee beans.
Regardless if it is coffee or food, if
you start with dirt cheap ingredients
you end up with dirt cheap tasting

instant coffee. Instead of starting
with cheap beans, we start with an
ultra premium bean to give you that
fresh brewed gourmet taste. Our
premium Sumatran coffee blends
are shade-grown, dark roasted with
ultra luxurious aromas. The coffee is
grown on a sustainable, 5-generation
plantation.

Healthy Coffee Is the
Ultimate Addictive
Auto-Ship!
A majority of people crave coffee in
the morning. Seriously, you and I
both know that regardless of what
nutritional product you are selling,
you have most likely forgotten to
take at least one dose sometime
in past and you didn’t suffer from
massive withdrawals. However if
you drink coffee everyday and miss

MLM coffee companies that are less
then 6 years old! This is hard-core
evidence that healthy coffee sells in
MLM. You may be asking - How can
this be? Remember, Coffee contains
caffeine, a drug. We cannot morally
sell alcohol or any other controlled
substances
through
network
marketing
because who could
sleep at night if we did that. The
last morally and ethically addictive
consumable that we can market and
earn an outrageous profit in is coffee.

in alternative medicine and contract
manufacturing for over 15 years
now. Blah Blah Blah Blah Blah - Who
cares about all the crap!!!

You are now screaming!!
- Show ME the
MONEYYYYYY!
You are probably yelling at me now
like Cuba Gooding, Jr. Where can I
sign up George? How am I going to

in the industry. Either way, let me be
your secret edge to bring into fruition
your great tasting breakthrough
coffee. If you think you qualify, then
call me at 888-807-2688 and check
out www. elitejavabranding.com.
After a brief interview, if you qualify,
then you’ll get some FREE coffee
samples from me!
Looking forward to helping you
build your healthy coffee empire,
George Hou

P.S. You maybe just 1 call
away from building your
healthy coffee empire call 888-807-2688
P.S.S. Once you fall in love with
your breakthrough healthy coffee
formula from me, please feel free
to call me and tell me, “George, you
complete me!!” OK enough Jerry
Maguire quotes, just call me today!

